
Planet Colonization Video Requirements 

 

Your Task: Create a video that will represent a culmination of all of the information you researched in completing the 

planet colonization project. This can be a documentary, news segment, public service announcement, etc. Your job is the 

relay the news and information you have investigated to the general public before we move forward with our colonization 

endeavors to your planet or moon.   You may choose whatever “plot structure” that you like for this video.  One idea: you 

could play the role of a “specialist” who is an expert in human life support needs, or planetary/moon analysis and 

exploration, or technologies that support human life on a colony and/or during space travel. 

 

Video Requirements: 

● Each group member must present some information in the video 

● There must be at least one interview (potential interviews: scientist, doctor, people of the community, first 

colonizers, family of first colonizers, etc.) 

● Include visual aides to support your analyses and explanations.  

 

Content Requirements:  

 

You will shoot your video in 4 segments or “clips”.   At the end of the project, you will combine your segments/clips inot 

one video via iMovie (or a similar app) 

 

VIDEO SEGMENT 1 

TOPIC: Earth Environment and Life Support  

 Explain the “Essentials for Life” that humans must have in order to survive, and how the Earth’s natural 

environment provides these essentials. 

 Post segment to Google Sites “Step A – Essentials for Life” page 

 

VIDEO SEGMENT 2 

TOPIC: Moon/Planetary Exploration and Analysis 

● Analyze the properties and characteristics of your moon or planet.  

● Explain whether or not its environment provides the “Essentials for Life” that humans must have to survive.  

● Post segment to Google Sites “Step B –Planet/Moon Analysis” page 

 

VIDEO SEGMENT 3 

TOPIC: Space Colony Technological Solutions:  

● Present research on current technologies available for life support in/on your space colony.  

● Evaluate and explain whether or not these technologies are sufficient to provide the “Essentials for Life” that 

humans must have to survive at your location for colonization. 

● Post segment to Google Sites “Step C –Colonization/Habitats” page 

 

VIDEO SEGMENT 4 

TOPIC: Space Travel Technological Solutions 

● Present research on current technologies available for life support in/on your space ship.  

● Evaluate and explain whether or not these technologies are sufficient to provide the “Essentials for Life” that 

humans must have to survive as they travel in your ship to the space colony. 

● Post segment to Google Sites “Step D –Space Travel” page 

 

FINAL STEP: Combine Segments 1-4 into one movie, and post to Google Sites “Step E –Final Products” page 

 

Apps to Consider: 

● iMovie, Touchcast, Explain Everything 


